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He wanted the “wow factor” and this press would allow him to do 
that in a big way this year. Literally. The size of his collateral was 
going to use the 40” sheets to their full capacity... 

Once the concept was created...

 JASON WRIGHT, Slate Group’s prepress manager and G7 coLor 
specialist, recommended a metallic ink to match Bo’s company 
standards, along with working on the custom template for the fold. 

NIKKI GHOLSON, one of Slate Group’s senior graphic designers, 
designed the marketing collateral. 

Once the designs were approved, STEVE WITT, Slate Group’s 
production manager, ordered the custom-fold and foil stamping 
dies. 

SERGIO DURAN, Slate Group’s IT director and member of the 
pre-press team, processed the files to get them ready for printing. 

As the production day neared, TRACEY OYERBIDES made sure the 
Pantone ink was on site and ready. 

And, not to be forgotten, [SALES REP] kept Bo updated on the entire 
project, working within the budget, helping concept the fold, and 
giving updates as the project progressed.

But then the day before Slate Group went to print, the Pantone ink 
disappeared. 

[Sales Rep] quickly called Bo Gus and updated him on the 
situation, also informing him that Steve and Jason had been able to 
mix the color in-house, according to the standards of the Pantone 
Matching System. 

And, when it was determined the ink was nowhere to be found, 
Slate Group decided to investigate to figure out what happened.

After talking to all the employees, it had been narrowed down to 
those that had been most involved in the project:

It was almost completely quiet in the building, except for the 
occasional whisper from employees saying how they just couldn’t 
believe this had happened. Things like this never happen at Slate 
Group.

The missing ink was for a job that always built up excitement at Slate 
Group. the account executive worked with Bo Gus (haha, get it?) to 
create print collateral that was the stuff of print legends. And the one 
thing Bo always asked for was a yellow Pantone ink. He wanted to 
ensure anything yellow perfectly matched his company’s branding 
guidelines, no matter the job or paper chosen.the question is...

WHERE IS
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NO STANDARD 5 X 7” INVITATIONS THIS YEAR.

THIS YEAR, BO HAD DECIDED TO USE SLATE 
GROUP’S NEW OFFSET PRESS, INCORPORATING 
A SPECIALITY INK AND RETICULATED VARNISH.
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ALTHOUGH THE PANTONE INK WAS MISSING, THE 
PROJECT WAS ABLE TO GO ON AS PLANNED.

SLATE GROUP WANTED TO PREVENT IT FROM 
HAPPENING AGAIN IN THE FUTURE.
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